Resolution # 2017-010
RESOLUTION DECLARING MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL PROPERTY SURPLUS

WHEREAS the below-described property is no longer necessary, useful or suitable for municipal purposes

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the following property be declared surplus and disposed of according to state statutes, including disposal, sale or trade-in on new equipment:

From: Police Department #201
For Disposal:
- Decatur Genesis II Handheld Radar Serial #GHD-01291
- Kustom Falcon Handheld Radar Serial #FF20131/61409/61253
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04425
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04427
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04428
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04435
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04436
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04437
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04441
- Kustom Falcon HR Handheld Radar Serial #FH04444
- Kustom HR-12 Handheld Radar Serial #AA12240
- Kustom Roadrunner Handheld Radar Serial #45702/48945
- Kustom Roadrunner Handheld Radar Serial #RR2648
- Kustom Pro Laser III Lidar Serial#PL24822
- Kustom Pro Laser III Lidar Serial#PL25876
- Stalker Lidar Serial#21526
- Stalker Lidar Serial#28055
- Stalker Lidar Serial#71871
- Stalker Lidar Serial#78198
- Decatur Genesis II Fixed Radar Serial #G2S-14448
- Decatur Genesis Fixed Radar Serial #GHD-01291/10847
- Decatur Genesis II Fixed Radar Serial #G2S-14435
- Stalker DSR 34.7 Fixed Radar Serial #DS8266/KC12824/241081/19714
- Stalker Dual 3.47 Fixed Radar Serial #005055
- Stalker Dual 3.47 Fixed Radar Serial #005057
- Stalker Dual 3.47 Fixed Radar Serial #DC078916
- Stalker Dual 3.47 Fixed Radar Serial #DC078924
- Stalker Dual 3.47 Fixed Radar Serial #DS32419

For Donation to Folsom Fire Department:
- 9-Federal Sign Raydian, Series A light bars

For Disposal – Ace Steel:
- 2007 Ford Crown Victoria, VIN 2FAFP71W07X150077, Mileage 126,086
- 2008 Dodge Durango, VIN 1D8HB48258F141666, Mileage 146,321
- 2009 Ford Crown Victoria, VIN 2FAHP71V99X101592, Mileage 126,932
2013 Ford Interceptor, VIN 1FAHP2MT3DG110378, Mileage 109,720

From: Cemetery #860
For Trade at Black Hills Power House:
- Stihl Trimmer Model FS 80R, Serial #263509024
- Stihl Trimmer Model FS 85R, Serial #239590399
- Stihl Trimmer Model FS 85R, Serial #239487341
- Stihl Trimmer Model FS 85R, Serial #249039564
- Stihl Trimmer Model FS 80R, Serial #263509051
  Trimmer shaft – no motor or serial number left on it

From: Parks #607
For Trade at Butler Machinery:
- 2008 Case DX44 Loader #Z8DE0642/Y7M216213

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Mayor and Finance Officer may do all acts necessary to dispose of this property according to state law.

Dated this _____ day of ____________________, 2017.

CITY OF RAPID CITY

ATTEST:______________________________
Steve Allender, Mayor

______________________________
Pauline Sumption, Finance Officer

(SEAL)